
will accept him with the grades 
obtained.

Another route for direct entry  
to an undergraduate programme  
is to enrol in a foundation course, 
which is open to students who  
do not have the required 
qualifications.

The foundation route to 
undergraduate studies is becoming 
increasingly popular and it is not 
hard to see why. Foundation 
programmes have many benefits:
l They typically take a shorter

time to complete than A-Levels.  
At The University of Nottingham, 
depending on your previous 
studies, a foundation course takes 
either 12 or 18 months as opposed 
to 24 months, which is typical of 
A-Levels.
l Due to the reduced study

duration, the financial cost may be 
lower, especially when you take 

into account accommodation, loss 
of earnings, food and utility bills.
l The foundation course that

you choose could be more tailored 
for your chosen degree subject.  
For example, you might decide to 
take an engineering foundation 
course if your aim is to become an 
engineer.
l If you successfully complete a

foundation programme, you will 
be offered an undergraduate place 
at that university.
l Taking a foundation course

enables you to experience 

university life. Not only does this 
prepare you for your degree 
programme but you will have 
access to university resources such 
as a university library as well as 
interact with undergraduates  
and academic staff who will 
become your lecturers.

In fact, you may meet some of 
your foundation academic staff  
in your undergraduate and 
postgraduate programmes.
l Studying a foundation course

at a university that has multiple 
campuses may provide access to 
undergraduate studies at one of  
its other campuses.

For example, studying the 
foundation programme at 
Nottingham’s Malaysian campus 
may give you access to 
undergraduate programmes in  
the UK or China campus.

This is not to say that a 

foundation programme is for 
everybody. The biggest benefit  
of A-Levels is that it is recognised 
the world over and you can 
present the qualification to any 
university.

The same is not true of a 
foundation programme. It will give 
you entry to the university that 
runs the course but may not be 
recognised by other institutions.

In the past few years, we have 
seen the growing popularity of 
foundation courses. A-Levels is  
far from becoming extinct, but 
many students are seeing the 
added value of entering university 
via a foundation programme.

n Prof Graham Kendall is the chief
executive officer, provost and pro-
vice-chancellor of The University of
Nottingham Malaysia Campus.
Twitter: @Graham_Kendall
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Back to basicsONE of the traditional routes to 
gain entry to university is through 
A-Levels. If you achieve the 
required grades, you gain entry 
into your university of choice, 
doing the course you selected.

In the United Kingdom, A-Levels 
students submit their applications 
to the Universities and Colleges 
Admissions Service (UCAS) along 
with a list of university courses 
that they wish to apply for and  
the A-Levels subjects that they  
are studying.

Students rank their choices of 
university/course, hoping to get 
into their top choice. UCAS, via the 
university, can offer a conditional 
offer, meaning that if students 
achieve the required A-Levels 
grades, they will get into their  
first choice of university.

If a student does not achieve  
the predicted A-Levels grades, the 
other universities on his list will  
be considered.

If the student does not fulfil  
any of the conditional offer grades, 
he will have to approach 
universities to see if any of them 
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